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ABSTRACT 

 
 
 

Recent years have seen an explosion of new attempts to develop and implement voluntary third-
party certification programs to encourage environmentally and socially responsible production practices 
for globally traded commodities.  This study seeks to shed light on the nature and potentials of these 
new para-regulatory forms by using a sociological institutional approach to examine one of the most 
long-standing and successful attempts to develop a market for certified products.  A close look at the 
British effort at building new markets for certified wood products contrasted against the relative failure 
of its counterpart in the United States reveals that causal factors from three analytic dimensions-- 
political economy, regulatory style/conventions, and diffuse cultural attributes-- together offer a 
compelling explanation for the recent British success.  The findings suggest that the analytical approach 
adopted here may be of use in explaining trajectories of efforts in other contexts, including the United 
States. 
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I.  Introduction and Overview 
 

"I've been to trade shows in England and the U.S., and the difference is like night and day.  In 
England, there were several hundred people at the show, and the industry people were excited and 
saying that singing on to certification didn't just make ethical and moral sense-- it made business sense.  
In the U.S., most retailers are afraid of it, and industry is screaming that it is interfering with efficiency 
and look what a fine job they do without regulation."  Paraphrased comments from director of major 
U.S. wood certification firm, interviewed 19 February 1998. 
 

At a time when conventional state-based regulation has been increasingly seen as either an inefficient or 

inappropriate means to regulate social and environmental standards in global commodities trade,  voluntary third-

party certification and labeling (hereafter C&L) programs have become popular, if controversial, tools to 

encourage sustainable development around the world.   These efforts, which usually involve a “seal of approval” 

on the final product to indicate that a set of social and environmental performance criteria have been met in the 

production phase, have emerged around a number of major commodities, ranging from wood products, 

agricultural goods, and textiles, to footwear, footballs, and even rugs (see Kruijtbosch 1997; Economist 27 Feb. 

1999 for recent examples).  Advocates of these programs believe they are a necessary adjunct to conventional 

regulation at a time when increasingly global and competitive commodity markets are leaving national 

governments less willing or able to enforce social and environmental standards. But the track record of these 

efforts has been mixed, and supporters and critics alike wonder if, how, or when third party certification and 

labeling will become a regular feature in the regulatory environment around global commodity trade. 

The present study is part of a larger Ph.D. project that attempts to shed light on the potentials and 

limitations of C&L programs as viable para-regulatory forms by tracing and comparing divergent national-level 

outcomes of one of the most longstanding and successful international third party C&L programs to date:  the 

case of “well managed” wood products.  While most mobilizations to develop C&L programs are still too fluid 

and new to offer case histories of success or failure, international efforts to develop such programs for 

“sustainable” wood products now have a reasonably long and established history.  More dramatically, these 

efforts have met with markedly divergent levels of successful market-building and institutionalization in different 
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consumer countries.  The present exercise offers a preliminary sociological analysis of what many observers 

consider to be the most successful national-level outcome to date—that of the United Kingdom. 

The next section begins with a brief overview of the history certification and labeling programs and a 

common definition of what a “successful” effort might look like.  After characterizing the international context 

and justifying a comparison between outcomes in Britain and the United States, the third section briefly outlines 

the limits of existing social science approaches in explaining the cases at hand and sets forth a synthetic analytical 

frame of strategic action in market governance fields that informs the empirical analysis.  After making brief notes 

on method, I move to a descriptive and analytical review of the British case based on evidence I have analyzed to 

date.  The paper concludes with early speculation about what the British case might tell us situated within a 

broader comparative framework that includes North America. 

 

II.  Experiments in Sustainable Market-Building:  Third Party Certification and Global Commodities 
 

Discussion and mobilization around plans to introduce certification and labeling of forest products has 

been apparent in the international community for several years (Pease 1992; Varangis, Crossley et al.  1995; 

Merino Perez 1996; Oliver 1996; Vallejo 1996; Wright 1996; Hansen 1997; Mater 1997; Wilson and Malin 

1997).  The 1992 UN Conference on Environment and Development produced a number of intergovernmental 

and NGO-sponsored documents arguing for the need to involve key stakeholders at the local, national, and 

international levels in developing programs to encourage responsible production practices for environmental and 

socio-economic well-being of involved communities through market mechanisms.  Since that time, international 

conferences and research efforts have been sponsored by a number of interest groups, including trade 

organizations, academic and applied forestry research groups, intergovernmental organizations such as the United 

Nations and World Bank, and even national government entities, such as the Canadian environment and 

development ministry (Palmer 1996;Cesar-Centeno 1996).   

 This recent interest and discussion regarding the potentials of certification has been accompanied by a 

number of efforts to launch new certification and labeling programs.  Programs vary in sponsorship, scope, and 

participation of stakeholders, ranging from industry-sponsored codes of conduct adhered to voluntarily in "good 
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faith," to statutory and third party production process monitoring and chain-of-custody certification subject to 

national, regional, and/or international standards (for overviews see Varangis, Crossley et al.  1995; Merino Perez 

1996; Oliver 1996; Hansen 1997; Mater 1997; Wilson and Malin 1997).  Perhaps the most innovative, 

controversial, and significant of these efforts have been those attempting to build new markets in major consumer 

countries for products certified and labelled by independent monitoring groups as meeting a broad set of 

environmental and social sustainability standards that are interpreted and monitored by national and regional 

bodies. North American, Western European, and several emerging economy countries (such as South Africa), in 

addition to Japan, have all seen the introduction of C&L programs for wood products in their domestic 

marketplaces in the 1990s.  These programs attempt to go beyond previous efforts to build alternative niche 

markets (like fair trade stores) and instead seek to integrate independently-verified production condition and 

practice standards into dominant trade networks.  While the current state of affairs of these programs is fluid and 

controversial, consensus is building among sympathetic observers regarding the characteristics necessary for a 

viable C&L market to flourish.   

 

What Would a Successful C&L Program Look Like?  

Before moving on to a discussion of recent empirical trends and the comparative cases at hand, it would 

be helpful to first articulate what an ideal-typical success in building a market might look like.  While major 

stakeholders still argue over normative definitions of a "successful" third party C&L program, existing literature 

from public policy and marketing quarters converges in underscoring the following general qualities (Upton and 

Bass 1996; see Wasik 1996 and Ottman 1998 for illustrations of convergence among “green management” and 

marketing writers): 

 1.  A successful C&L market would need to be perceived as legitimate by all major stakeholders, 
including consumers, retailers/suppliers, business interests, NGOs, and governments.  Aspects of 
legitimacy include trust in the ability of monitoring bodies to evaluate and accredit objectively, 
agreement upon all participants that the rules-of-the-game are consistent and fair; and perceptions 
among stakeholders that the standards themselves are fair to all parties. 

2.  A successful C&L market would need to be sufficiently institutionalized to be stable and 
predictable to parties involved.  Unstable, unpredictable, and uncertain market forms are not viable.   
 3.  A successful C&L market would need to have generated sufficient effective demand and 
incentives for supply and distribution to be profitable to participants. 
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4.  A successful C&L market would need to be consistent with, complementary to, and perhaps 
mutually enforced alongside existing regulatory standards at national and international levels. 

   

These qualities can be summarized into a working definition of ideal-typical success: Success is evident 

when monitoring, oversight, and certification become institutionalized in a regulatory regime as a legitimate, 

significant, and normatively desirable set of new relationships and practices among stakeholders.  This 

conceptualization of success, articulated by business, governmental, and NGO observers living in a world of 

realpolitik, actually captures well the central components of a broader sociological frame regarding market-

building that will be introduced below. 

 With this understanding of success in hand, experiences around the world in building C&L markets in 

major consumer countries appear checkered, indeed.  In general, industry and government-sponsored programs 

have sprung up in a number of countries at the same time that (and largely in response to) third party NGO C&L 

programs have garnered more support.  In several of these cases (such as in Canada), mobilization and 

competition between national government, industry-sponsored, and NGO or intergovernmental third party 

programs to develop market share and legitimacy continue.  In a few countries, such as Britain and Sweden, 

government regulatory bodies have attempted to synchronize their efforts with the dominant umbrella 

international NGO program (the Forest Stewardship Council) to develop consistent standards and harmonize 

certification criteria.  Demand among retailers and consumers (including government procurement agencies) for 

C&L products is currently modest but varies considerably from country to country, and is usually higher in 

countries that have better established, consistent, and government sanctioned programs.    

 While only history will tell us how strategies for building-in sustainable production practices into wood 

markets through new experiments in alliance-building and oversight will turn out,  the dominant coalition 

supporting such efforts, the Forest Stewardship Council and its associated accreditors, industry supporters and 

other allies,  has had notable success in providing the infrastructure, incentives, and mobilization of perceived 

demand to coordinate a world market for wood products certified to be produced under environmentally, socially, 
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and economically responsible conditions.1  But while the FSC arguably stands as the most successful effort thus 

far to organize a certified market for a global commodity,  perhaps most striking about its experience are the 

divergent paths national-level trajectories for certified wood products have followed.  This divergence is perhaps 

most apparent when one considers the radically different levels of success found in the United States and the 

United Kingdom-- two countries with some parallel sets of conditions and influences,  but with very different 

levels of successful integration of major retailers and suppliers into an effective market  

 The United States and Britain stand out as intriguing cases for a careful follow-through of the 

international effort at certification for a number of reasons.  Recent events in Britain-- toward major retail support 

for a large class of C&L wood products alongside government support and harmonization of national standards-- 

make the British case probably the closest to an unqualified success thus far.  While several other countries, like 

Sweden, have witnessed government and private industry support for independent monitoring and certification, 

the British case appears more stable and proportionally more successful in putting certified products on store 

shelves.  Even more important for purposes of a fruitful and viable sociological comparison, the British case 

stands in marked contrast to a politically and culturally quite similar country-- the United States-- that has 

floundered in almost inverse proportion to the degree that Britain market has flourished.  In the United States, 

industry-sponsored and multiple NGO programs continue to vie for domination of a small and fragmented C&L 

market, industry is for the most part overtly hostile and well-organized against third party monitoring, and 

government efforts to legitimate and harmonize regulatory standards are virtually non-existent.2   

 C&L efforts for wood products in the United States have been recently characterized by a number of 

observers as highly politicized, fragmented, and largely unsuccessful in building a stable and legitimate market 

(Varangis, Crossley et al.  1995; Lagniappe Letter 1996; Sullivan 1996; Trickell 1996; Hansen 1997; Mater 1997; 

Wilson and Malin 1997).  A number of competing initiatives have been introduced by major industrial players, 

domestic and transnational NGOs, and intergovernmental organizations.  Larger timber interests argue that third-

                                                
1Space limitations prohibit a more lengthy description of the Forest Stewardship Council. 
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party certification programs are inefficient, redundant, and also constitute barriers to free trade.  The U.S. 

government and individual states have made contradictory and ambiguous moves in regard to supporting 

independent C&L programs.  Polls and informal observations of consumer attitudes suggest that, while the 

American public is relatively sympathetic to sustainability concerns, trust and interest in certified products is low.   

 The situation for certified wood products in Britain currently evidences a move toward institutionalized 

and rationalized, state-mediated, and relatively successful development of a stable market.  The British 

government has recently announced a plan to develop a national forest plan consistent with and accredited by the 

major third party international C&L initiative developed by the Forest Stewardship Council (Department of 

Environment 1991; Department of Environment 1993; Cesar-Centeno 1996; European Report 1996; Oliver 1996; 

Sugal 1996; Mater 1997; National Home Center News 1997; Wilson and Malin 1997; personal interview 2 July 

1998).  Furthermore, major retailers and buyers groups have already committed to widespread purchasing of FSC-

certified wood products in the very near future.  While British consumers may be confused and hesitant about 

green marketing claims, and some business interests are still hostile to such initiatives, major retailers expect the 

availability of certified "good stewardship" wood products will continue to grow in the next few years.  

 

III. The Dilemma:  Limits of Existing Approaches3 
 What strikes the sociological observer perhaps most immediately about the divergent domestic outcomes 

of certified markets for wood products in Britain and the United States is how difficult they are to explain using 

conventional social science explanations of relative success and failure of social change in overseeing markets in 

general and environmental/social production conditions in particular.  While a number of social scientists have 

broadly theorized the relationships between the market form and social and environmental sustainability, no 

single approach provides a satisfying explanation of the cases at hand. 

                                                                                                                                                                   
2 Recent evidence collected for the United States case in early 1999 suggests that efforts to legitimate FSC-accredited 
certification and labeling are beginning to make small inroads into the industry, but this characterization is still accurate for 
the period in question in the study (1990-1998) (personal interview, 29 April 1999). 
3 This theoretical overview only touches on the broad traditions relevant to the topic at hand and is not intended as a 
thorough exposition. 
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Critical Political Economy 

Critical political economy perspectives on markets and sustainability tend to focus on how political and 

economic power hang together in capitalist development and ultimately undermine environmental and social well-

being (for recent examples, see Dickens 1992; Benton 1989; O’Connor 1994; Bunker 1992; Sachs 1994; 

O’Connor 1998; O’Connor 1994; Peet and Watts 1993; see also comments made in Pieterse 1997).  Since most 

adherents to these schools of thought do not take struggles over sustainable markets seriously (because, in their 

eyes, the capitalist market relation is unsustainable in the first place), most would have a difficult time 

entertaining the possibility that a successful re-negotiation of power and influence over a commodity market 

could be undertaken. 

A more general line of political-economic reasoning might explain the divergent experiences in the two 

countries by noting that the United States has a powerful and well-organized domestic timber industry, whereas in 

Britain the forestry sector is a small and economically weak.  While such a sectoral political-economic approach 

intuitively appears compelling, a more careful reading of the British case reveals that domestic woodland owners 

have historically enjoyed a disproportionate amount of influence in government circles; it appears theoretically 

premature to assume away their potential influence a priori. Furthermore, expanding the comparison to other 

national contexts, we see that the Canadian timber industry is proportionally larger and even better organized than 

its United States counterpart; yet, Canadian struggles over certification programs have shown far more 

compromise and change in approaches to regulation of the sector.  And in Sweden, while several large timber 

interests and a high number of smaller landholders are actively involved in wood exports, a government-business-

NGO coalition has recently completed negotiations to launch a national certification program that meets 

internationally-recognized FSC criteria.  

  

Capitalist Revisionism and Neo-Classical Approaches 

Literature falling under what I term capitalist revisionism argues that, under the right conditions, capitalist 

relations of production and trade can be compatible with, if not generative of, improved environmental and social 
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well-being (e.g., Hawken 1993; Lewis 1992; Daly and Cobb 1989; Jacobs 1992).  Such arguments have moved 

considerably beyond a neo-classical economic focus on "getting prices right" and have turned toward an emphasis 

on how productive-organizational, political-institutional, and even cultural dimensions of human activity 

condition how markets behave and are regulated.  While this tradition is diverse and multidisciplinary, the variant 

most often developed to assess the nature and potential for C&L programs focuses on how increasing demand for 

responsible production practices in advanced consumer societies can drive changes in producer behavior through 

the market mechanism. 

>From an economic effective demand perspective, success is evident when information regarding 

environmental and social externalities not captured in the cost of a product is conveyed in a legitimate, cost-

effective form that allows consumers to respond by exercising their second-order utilities to minimize these 

hidden costs (Wasik 1996; Ottman 1998).  Unfortunately, from this point of view it is not at all clear why the 

British experiment in C&L for wood products would be so much more vigorous than in the U.S.  A number of 

consumer surveys conducted in Britain and the United States during the early 1990s found comparable levels of 

environmental concern and willingness to pay for green products between the two countries.  While most existing 

survey research is not directly comparable across national contexts, an appraisal of existing information suggests 

that American consumers demonstrate high levels of salience for environmental concerns relative to other social 

issues, and also have higher disposable incomes than British citizens.  Furthermore, willingness to pay for C&L 

products in Britain (the “green premium”) and salience of environmental concerns more generally actually fell in 

the mid-1990s after peaking in 1989-90-- precisely during the period that the C&L program sponsored by the FSC 

was beginning to hit the shelves of stores (National Consumer Council; 1996a, 1996b, 1997).   If anything,  

survey data suggests that American consumers would provide a more receptive base for certified wood products 

than the British.     

 

Regime and State-Society Relations Approaches 

Yet another set of approaches that might attempt to explain divergent national trajectories in how markets 

and environmental concerns relate can be loosely described as a macro-comparative state-society analytic 
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strategy.  Scholars adopting this approach recognize that national modes of institutionalizing and constructing 

relationships between governments, markets, and social groups vary historically (e.g., Evans 1996a, 1996b,1995; 

Dobbin 1994; Evans et al 1985; Vogel 1986).  These historically-dependent modes (e.g., national capitalisms) 

condition how different nations react to similar pressures or external events. 

At the comparative macro level, most comparative regime  approaches tend to see the United States and 

Britain very similarly (for an excellent review and a notable exception, see Vogel 1986).  Both countries 

underwent major transitions toward decreased regulation and more liberalized markets, along with broader 

ideological shifts toward market-based solutions to social problems in the 1980s.  Both countries were early 

industrializers with now well-established consumer cultures and liberal capitalist regimes.   Existing typologies of 

state-economy-society relations often group the United States and Britain together, for instance as individualistic 

(versus communitarian), as neoliberal/laissez faire (vs.  command and control), or pluralist (versus corporatist) 

(Vogel 1986; Dobbin 1997).  But in making general claims about the relative similarities in state structures, these 

typologies fail to identify aspects of political culture whose variation may help explain differential outcomes in 

regulatory processes.  More institutionally-oriented comparative approaches that focus on regulatory style and 

national political-institutional legacies go further in providing empirical analysis of differences, but they do not 

focus their lens on how national regulatory governance over particular markets can be contested and changed by 

new actors (please see fn. 5, below). 

More specific social science explanations that might address the comparative social construction and 

politicization of environmental problems also do not readily provide an explanation for the divergent outcomes.  

In contemporary analyses of the politics of consumption and production in the environmental and social justice 

arenas, British and American experiences and characteristics are superficially quite similar.  Both countries saw 

large mobilizations around social justice and environmental controversies beginning the in the mid-late 1960s and 

growing for the next decade; both witnessed governmental responses toward establishing and institutionalizing 

new environmental bureaucracies in the 1970s; and both served as major consumer issue-arenas around third 

world and global environmental issues in the late 1980s and early 1990s (McCormick 1991; Murphy and Bendell 

1997). Drawing upon simpler variants of conventional or new social movement theory or recent work in the 
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politics of consumption, then, does not easily lend itself to explaining the apparent disjunctures between the 

British and American experiences (Laraña et al. 1994; Buttel 1992). 

   

 

IV.  Toward A Sociological Institutional Perspective On Market Governance   
 

 Existing meta-theoretical approaches to understanding contestations over sustainability in global 

commodity markets provide us with  a number of useful clues about analytical dimensions to consider, but they 

fail to provide a satisfying framework for examining the cases at hand.    Specifically, most substantive treatments 

of sustainability and capitalist market relations still have not given us analytical purchase over how to think 

sociologically about the construction of a sustainable market.   Lacking in most approaches is a more 

sophisticated understanding of how contestations over how a market should operate are forged by competing 

interests in distinctive political-cultural environments where existing relations of power condition, but do not 

always determine, how the rules (in this case, over third party certification and labeling) will be constructed.  

Political-economic approaches are right to take seriously how economic and political power hang together, while 

state-society approaches are useful in demonstrating that capitalist relations can take distinctly national forms.  

Other recent contributions from social constructivists and adherents to new global sociologies have also helped 

map out how transnational practices, institutions, and social movements as well as ideas can affect how policies 

are formulated.4  But the emergence and divergent national trajectories taken by recent C&L efforts for wood 

products suggest that only a framework that can articulate how these variables interrelate with one another 

dynamically over time to challenge and/or reproduce mutual understandings of governance will provide the basis 

                                                
4 The larger dissertation project investigates these contributions in more detail.  For reviews of constructivist/discursive 
contributions, see Redclift and Benton (1992) and Buttel (1992). For excellent reviews of recent trends in local-global 
theorizing, see Pieterse (1997), Martin and Beittel (1998), Sklair (1994, 1995) and Genov (1997).  A provocative recent 
appraisal of the powers of idea and information in international social movements can be found in Keck and Sikkink (1998).  
The attached bibliography also lists additional substantive treatments from these and other perspectives. 
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for a satisfying explanation.  Fortunately, recent developments in sociological institutionalism and economic 

sociology provide us with a set of tools to do so. 

 

A Working Framework of Strategic Action in Market Governance Fields 

Recent work among non-rational choice neo-institutionalists and other scholars contributing to the 

emerging field of economic sociology has argued for an integration of a general theory of institutions into a 

framework for understanding market dynamics (for an appraisal of the field of economic sociology, see White 

1981; Granovetter 1985; Smelser and Swedberg 1994;Swedberg 1997).  Recent scholarship has focused 

specifically on how markets are constituted (or constructed) as institutions that are maintained and transformed 

through social relationships, shared meanings, and the strategic action of skilled actors.  Neil Fligstein and his 

colleagues have perhaps made the most comprehensive attempt thus far to integrate social movement, political 

process, and network perspectives into analyses of stability and change of markets as social technologies 

(Fligstein and McAdam 1995; Fligstein 1996, 1997, n.d.). 

 Fligstein and other neo-institutionalists who question how new social arenas (such as markets) come into 

being and are maintained and transformed over time focus on how various groups interact to negotiate new rules 

and fields of action.   For Fligstein and McAdam (1995), new social arenas (or strategic action fields) are forged 

by political contestations that construct rules, interests, and the distribution of resources among various groups.  

Once in place, new arenas are organized around "local rules of action" and conditions of membership (i.e., a 

culture).  In a related formulation of markets as politics, Fligstein (1996) argues that political action during the 

formation of markets resembles social movements, where firms struggle to mobilize resources and establish 

conceptions of control that will define how a market will be organized.   In this and in more recent (1997, 1998) 

work,  Fligstein develops a general theory of action that outlines how shared meanings, resources, and social skill 

of institutional entrepreneurs interact to help explain both stability and change in institutions (including markets). 

 Departing from this sociological understanding of markets, and integrating the substantive and theoretical 

insights from the other approaches outlined above,  I develop a synthetic model of market governance fields that 

provides a conceptual blueprint from which to understand contestations over certification and labeling programs. 
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This model joins substantive insights from recent scholarship in comparative studies of governance and regulation 

with the meta-theoretical postulates evident in a sociological institutional approach to markets5.  I argue that C&L 

struggles are best understood as taking place within strategic action fields primarily (although not exclusively) at 

the domestic level, where rules, resources, and meanings over how a market will be regulated and who will do it 

are contested and/or reproduced.  There are two major dimensions to the model:  its overall understanding of 

markets as arenas of strategic action (or fields); and its assumptions about how power, interest, and agency 

interrelate. 

 

Notion of Fields 

1. Transnational contestations over market governance are best understood as taking place within 
overlapping strategic action fields (which I call market governance fields) at the national and 
international  levels.  Markets primarily exist as material-organizational forms within regional and 
national contexts, but they draw together actors and constitute fields of interaction across countries, as 
well. 
 2.  These fields are constituted by actors who have stakes in the institutional form of market 
governance for a given commodity and who orient themselves to one another in their strategic actions. 
 3.  The "market" is constituted through the material-productive-consumptive relationships of the 
commodity chain embedded in and constituted by rules, meanings, and relationships institutionalized in 
the governance structure emergent in national and transnational fields. 
 4.  A stable governance field is characterized by the reproduction of a set of shared understandings 
and corresponding institutional structures that govern who will control a market and how regulations 
will be implemented. 
 5.  A governance field can change when the legitimacy of  normative claims, shared 
understandings, and institutional structures is contested by skilled social groups that question the 
existing order and mobilize material, organizational, discursive, and political resources to redefine 
rules-of-the-game.  The dynamics of change can be understood through a political process model 
introduced in recent social movement scholarship (e.g., McAdam 1982). 

 

Interest, Agency, and Power (Preferences, Constraints, And Opportunities): 

Actors engage in purposeful, goal-directed behavior.  An actor's behavior at any given time reflects 
his/her optimal decision based on an evaluation of sets of motivators, goals, and constraints to 
deliberation at any given time. 
 Preferences (motivators, goals) are socially conditioned and cannot be imputed ex ante.  While 
preferences for high quality and low cost among consumers, and profit maximization among producers 
and suppliers, are likely to be commonly held, they are not fixed, straightforward, nor safe to assume 

                                                
5  A range of substantive investigations in the tradition that might loosely be called comparative governance informs my 
model ( Wilkinson 1996; Storper and Salis 1996; Dobbin 1994; Vogel 1986; Streek and Schmitter 1985; Cohen and Rodgers 
1992; Nowacek 1997; and Laumann and Knoke 1989). 
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sociologically.  How actors come to understand what their interests are is, of course, the bread and 
butter of most contemporary social science theorizing. 
 Ideas, norms, and culture matter to the degree that they shape how actors understand their world 
and interests.  Collectively shared meanings also constitute the principal means by which institutions 
are reproduced.  Therefore, to the degree that shared meanings can be wrested, challenged, and revised 
by challengers to reflect new political and organizational needs, they help constitute struggles over 
power. 
 The social construction processes that inform how actors understand their interests and preferences 
are intricately related to the processes that construct and embed market forms.   
  Power can be economic, political, or cultural/ideological in nature; it can also inhere in institutional 
structures. 
 Institutional entrepreneurs and charismatic individuals with high levels of social skill can play 
important catalytic roles during crises of market governance.  Abilities to persuade, reframe, and 
mobilize networks and other forms of social capital to help convince other actors to cooperate can serve 
as sources of power when individuals who possess them have the political opportunity to do so. 

 

Towards An Explanatory Framework For Britain 

While the synthetic model outlined above does not delineate testable hypotheses for the conditions 

necessary for success in a  C&L regime, it does provide us with an important set of tools that we can apply to the 

British case.  At the methodological level, it asks that we assess how C&L struggles over wood products in 

Britain unfolded at all levels of the analysis, from the retailer selling the product, to trade associations, to 

government agencies, to producers, to international-level influences.  It also demands methodologically that we 

not assume ex ante what different actors understood to be in their “best interest” but rather focus on how 

understandings of self-interest are reproduced or changed over time.  Substantively,  it suggests that we must 

examine how pre-existing relations of power and control in the governance field set up the conditions for new 

regulatory challenges to be introduced.  Yet, at the same time, it asks that we carefully observe how existing 

regulatory rules changed over time as a result of challenge and re-negotiation by institutional entrepreneurs with 

social skill and new forms of influence.  Furthermore, it demands that we monitor how shared meanings and 

institutional forms constitute the social environment in which these challenges have taken place, including 

prevailing conventions and regulatory styles as well as cultural influences operating within national contexts. 

V.  METHODOLOGY 

Primary data for this preliminary case study were collected during an extended visit to the United 

Kingdom during the summer of 1998.  Primary sources included interviews with individuals in major stakeholder 
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groups (n=12), archives from NGOs and government agencies, observations from attendance at major industry 

events, and content analysis of specialty and general press coverage from the period 1989-97 (n=260) gathered 

from national news databases and press archives maintained by major stakeholders.  Face-to-face interviews were 

conducted with the primary individuals in ten businesses and NGOs who played central roles in the struggle over 

third party certification.   Additional interview data from conversations with government, business, and NGO 

representatives was derived from research conducted by Murphy and Bendell (1996) and Murphy (1997).  

Archival research consisted of collecting and analyzing records of meetings between stakeholders, internal 

position papers and documents, and correspondence with other interest groups from 1990-1997 housed in the 

collections of the major NGO involved and in the archives of the current national office of the major international 

certification NGO.  Secondary sources included existing analyses and interviews conducted by other scholars 

studying environmental politics in Britain and North America. 

 

VI.  A Brief History Of Struggles Over Third Party Certification And Labeling Of Wood Products In 
Britain:  1989-986 
 

Rainforests and Retailers:  Boycotts and Eco-Labeling Command Attention 1985-91   

Like most other advanced consumer countries, Britain witnessed widespread growth in public concern 

and mobilization over global environmental issues in the late 1980s.  Increased recognition of dangers from a 

thinning ozone layer, global warming, and rainforest destruction, coupled with domestic toxic accidents, food 

scares, and the aftermath of the Chernobyl incident, all contributed to a notable rise in public sympathies and 

NGO mobilization over environmental issues (National Consumer Council 1996a; Murphy 1998).   At the 

governmental level, too, environment and sustainability issues rose in prominence.  Margaret Thatcher herself 

became a leading proponent of sustainability, and drew further inspiration from moves in the European Union to 

introduce Community-wide rules on wildlife, eco-labeling of green products, and life-cycle standards for waste 
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disposal (McCormick 1991).  During this time, English media concern was especially acute around the plight of 

tropical rainforests and their peoples (personal interview 29 June 1998).  Well-organized and highly effective 

environmental NGOs, especially Friends of the Earth, mobilized large numbers of grassroots groups to support a 

tropical timber ban and shun retailers who stocked tropical wood products (Friends of the Earth 1996; Murphy 

and Bendell 1997). Even the future king, Prince Charles, urged the public to stop buying tropical timber 

(Independent Feb. 8 1990).  By early 1990, consumer support for environmental issues and green purchasing had 

reached an all-time high, and a number of producers and retailers were beginning to make environmental claims 

on their products (National Consumer Council 1996a, 1996b, 1997) 

 In January of 1990, the marketing director of Britain’s largest do-it-yourself chain, B&Q, was asked at a 

press conference whether he could identify where his company’s tropical wood products came from.  His 

embarrassment at not knowing, coupled with several high-profile mock “chainsaw massacres” staged in front of 

several stores, helped speed the appointment by the director of B&Q of a new environmental manager who would 

address the tropical timber question (Knight, 1998; Murphy and Bendell 1996; Murphy 1998; B&Q 1995; Knight 

1996). 

 At about the same time, one of the strongest and most respected national NGOs, WWF-UK, launched a 

series of “forest seminars” seeking to bring producers, importers, and retailers together to discuss ways to work 

together to solve forest sustainability issues (personal interview 22 June 1998; Murphy 1998; WWF archive 

documents).  These meetings marked a broader sea-change in NGO-business relations around environment and 

sustainability concerns:  retreating from their formerly antagonistic stance, environmental NGOs, like the 

government, were increasingly interested in working with dominant business interests to develop joint solutions to 

environmental problems. 

 It was at one of these meetings that brought business and environmental groups together that Francis 

Sullivan, WWF-UK’s forest director, and Alan Knight, B&Q’s newly-christened environmental manager, first sat 

down together in 1990 to contemplate a joint response to the timber sourcing problem (personal interview 6 July 

                                                                                                                                                                   
6 In the analysis that follows, individual references to particular interviews,  press coverage, and archival documents are only 
cited to substantiate specific events or claims and to offer examples.  A complete bibliography of press citations, public 
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1998; personal interview 22 June 1998).  Frustrated with what they saw as a limited and naive understanding 

among boycotters of how to grapple with sustainable forestry issues in the timber trade more broadly (including 

what they considered to be the ineffectiveness of the tropical timber boycott, itself), the two had hatched a plan 

within several months to form a WWF-sponsored buyers group of businesses committed to purchasing an 

increasing share of timber products from well-managed forests and developing a credible third-party certification 

and labeling scheme to do so (B&Q 1995; Independent 8 Dec. 1991). 

 

Buyers Group Growth and the Emergence of the FSC: 1991-96 

In early 1991, WWF-UK formally announced the formation of the 1995 Buyers Group, committed to 

buying timber products exclusively from “sustainable” sources by 1995 (WWF 1996).  Two of the leading DIY 

retailers and the leading supermarket chain had already joined, and the group had enlisted a total of 15 members.  

The alliance was committed to certification of commonly agreed upon performance criteria by a credible third 

party to ensure that standards were met in the production setting.  WWF-UK would serve as both partner and 

watchdog to ensure that group members complied with their commitments, and would also help coordinate plans 

to implement a credible third party certification program.  Participants in the program heralded its founding as a 

tribute to the new spirit of partnership between business and environmental NGOs in ensuring sustainable 

development around the world (Independent 8 Dec. 1991). 

 Efforts to develop NGO-based third party certification of wood products were not unique to the United 

Kingdom at the time, but the British buyers group did serve as an important catalyst in consolidating competing 

initiatives into what would become the transnational Forest Stewardship Council (personal interview 22 June 

1998; Upton and Bass 1996; WWF 1996).   Activists and entrepreneurs had met in the United States to discuss 

plans for an international umbrella certification NGO in 1990, and an ENGO (Rainforest Alliance) and private 

consulting firm had also been developing certification and labeling programs in the early 1990s (personal 

interview 2 July 1998).  But the buyers group, backed by the eagerness of retailers to develop certified suppliers 

                                                                                                                                                                   
documents, and interviews that inform the analysis is available from the author upon request. 
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to help meet their commitments, helped catalyze (both financially and institutionally) the negotiations that would 

lead to the formation of the Forest Stewardship Council. 

 In July 1993, the Forest Stewardship Council was founded in Toronto (to be later headquartered in 

Oaxaca, Mexico) by an alliance of environmentalists, indigenous and human rights groups, and timber industry 

entrepreneurs --including retailers-- as a non-profit, non-governmental initiative to coordinate voluntary national 

and regional accreditation efforts for “well managed forests” certified to meet a common set of environmental, 

social, and economic criteria (Forest Stewardship Council 1995a; 1995b).  These criteria would be customized to 

regional conditions but would apply broadly to forestry practices in both the developing and developed world. 

The buyers group, whose membership had grown to 24 companies by the end of 1993, was committed to sourcing 

products exclusively from FSC-certified suppliers by 1995 (Independent 17 Mar. 1994; Guardian 17 Mar. 1994).  

By early 1994, a national NGO, the Soil Association, was accredited as an FSC-sanctioned certifier for the United 

Kingdom, and accreditation was also proceeding for certifiers headquartered in North America. 

 While the buyers group enjoyed increasing support among retailers and NGOs in the early years, it was 

not without its critics or competition.  Domestic timber industry groups, working through the Timber Trade 

Federation and the Forest Industry Council of Great Britain, sought to develop their own best practice standards 

compatible with existing national legislation implemented by the government Forestry Commission.  In March of 

1994, the FICGB attempted to pre-empt the FSC scheme by introducing its own eco-label (Guardian, 17 Mar. 

1994).  But the FICGB program did not incorporate broad socio-economic and environmental performance 

standards or third party auditing, nor was it applicable outside the United Kingdom.  As the FSC buyers group 

grew and gained recognition from the EU and UK governments, the domestic industry trade groups continued to 

voice their opposition (e.g., Timber Trades Journal 29 June 1996; The Field 1 Sept. 1996). 

  

 Certification Hits the Streets:  Launch of the Label and Confict with Domestic Industry  

On February 21st, 1996, 150 representatives from the timber and paper industries, retail, media, and the 

government attended the official unveiling of the FSC trademark, which would be placed on products certified by 

an FSC-accredited third party on store shelves in the coming months (Timber Trades Journal, 1 Mar. 1996).  The 
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event was well-covered in both general and specialty presses, and would enjoy  widespread support during the 

coming months in newspaper editorials and consumer advice columns (e.g., Paper Europe, March 1996; DIY 

Week, March 1-8 1996).  The buyers group had now enlisted the participation of over 47 companies, representing 

about 22% of UK wood use, who had already certified about 4% of their product lines (BBC Wildlife, March 

1996).  Jonathan Porritt, a leading environmentalist in Britain, joined the WWF-UK/FSC buyers group in 

encouraging domestic producers to discuss ways to cooperate in building demand and supply for FSC-certified 

products.  Representatives of domestic industry were invited by Porritt and others to participate in the national 

FSC working group seeking to draft national standards suitable for UK producers.  Advocates of the program 

were encouraging critics to see the opportunity as a win-win situation, where domestic producers could also reap 

the benefits already  enjoyed by importers who were meeting growing demand for certified wood. 

In the late summer of 1996, Peter Wilson, chief executive of the Timber Growers Association, penned an 

editorial in a leading national timber trade journal that crowned the growing rift between domestic producers and 

the buyers group.  In a sweeping condemnation of the WWF/FSC effort, Wilson condemned what he saw as an 

unnecessary and undemocratic imposition of special interests on the world’s forest producers.  Commenting on a 

recent WWF Forests For Life seminar advocating FSC certification held in Brussels, he added: 

 
 “I am not sure what the average WWF supporter would have made of last month’s affair in 
Brussels but, despite the title, the seminar is basically akin to a well orchestrated Nazi rally save that 
instead of the Third Reich it is the Mexico-based Forest Stewardship Council that is being promoted.” 
(Timber Grower, Autumn 1996: p. 9). 

 

Wilson’s Nazi comment, while certainly more extreme in tone than most disagreements over the WWF/FSC 

effort, nonetheless typified the reaction of domestic timber interests as they watched the buyers group grow in 

scope and lobby for FSC-certified products in the domestic producer market (especially over charcoal).  

Frustrated producers found kindred spirits in other international efforts to develop industry-controlled voluntary 

management criteria that did not specify performance standards.  Several competing international initiatives were 

on the horizon, inspired by growing popularity of ISO14000 and other management systems among dominant 

industry players and intergovernmental bodies (e.g., Builders’ Merchants News 1 June 1997; Cornish Times 26 
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Sept. 1997; Professional Builders Merchant 1 Nov. 1997).  Domestic producers also attempted to undermine the 

FSC effort by sending a letter of complaint to the British government and EU claiming that the program violated 

fair trade rules under the World Trade Organization because it sought to create an arbitrary monopoly on 

certification (by specifying in its agreement that only the FSC was credible and demanding 100% compliance 

from members by 2000) (personal interview 22 June 1998; ENDS Report, May 1996; Timber Trades Journal, 1 

May 1996).  The buyers group responded by assuring supporters that it did not intend to create a monopoly and 

rewording the membership agreement with language that could not be legally construed as violating international 

law (Timber Trades Journal, 22 June 1996; personal interview 22 June 1998).  Nonetheless, critical statements 

from industry representatives condemning the FSC effort were a frequent in press releases through 1997. 

 During this time of marked tensions with domestic industry, the UK government found itself in an 

awkward and contradictory position.  On the one hand, the government had actively encouraged the development 

of voluntary eco-labeling to encourage sustainable production practices, and had even convened a short-lived  

Eco-labeling Board to draft legislation ensuring the legitimacy of green claims after a well-publicized series of 

fraudulent labels were exposed by WWF and other watchdog groups in the early 1990s (Department of 

Environment 1991, 1993; Independent 10 Jan 1990; 3 July 1990).   The government had also provided financial 

support to a variety of pro-certification NGOs and actively consulted with WWF-UK/FSC about ways to improve 

domestic woodland regulations.  Furthermore, in June of 1996 the House of Commons issued a press release 

publicizing official approval of the international FSC scheme “until worldwide standards are agreed” (Timber 

Trades Journal 1 July 1996).  On the other hand, the main governmental body responsible for domestic forestry 

standards, the Forestry Commission, had long held close and friendly ties with domestic producers, and also 

maintained that its own standards were sufficient and credible by themselves (personal interview 2 July 1998; 

Independent 17 March 1994; Timber Trades Journal 1 Apr. 1996; 26 Apr. 1996; 27 Apr. 1996; for a more recent 

example, see the exchange in the House of Lords of 9 June 1998).  During 1996 as efforts to develop a national 

FSC standard unfolded,  members of the Forestry Commission urged FSC supporters to carefully consider 

whether adding additional requirements to the UK forestry standard was necessary or useful (Timber Trades 

Journal, 4 May 1996). 
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The Consolidation of a New Regulatory Regime 

In March of 1997, the Forestry Commission announced a plan to bring domestic producers and FSC 

advocates together to draft a new UK Forest Standard that “could be compatible with the FSC” (Landscape 

Design, Sept. 1996; Timber Trades Journal 1 Oct. 1997).  Representatives of the Forestry Commission had met 

with both domestic industry and FSC representatives for several months to hash out a compromise to work 

together.  This breakthrough only added to the continuing success of the buyers group in gaining legitimacy and 

membership during the year.  By mid 1997, the group had grown to include more than 2.3 billion British pounds 

per year (over 3.8 billion US$)  in wood products sales, and had come to be known as “one of the widest reaching 

environmental initiatives by a charity of all time” (Murphy and Bendell 1997).   A leading consulting firm 

estimated in 1997 that the rate of growth in demand for certified products was poised to increase 10-20% per year, 

or roughly 7-10 times the rate of growth for the wood products market more generally (Delphi 1997).  The new 

government support for the FSC effort at home was followed by news in July that the parent international FSC 

organization headquartered in Mexico would receive a grant of 490,000 British pounds from the European Union 

(Paper Europe July 1997). 

 In the months that followed, domestic timber interests were still voicing resistance to the FSC protocol.  

Nonetheless, by late 1997 it was becoming increasing clear to observers that domestic industry and FSC 

supporters were more willing to cooperate and compromise.  In January of 1998, the Forestry Commission 

launched the new UK Forestry Standard and urged the FSC to consider further consultation before issuing its own 

standard (Timber Trades Journal 20 January 1998).  The new Forestry Standard incorporated several major 

demands originally made by FSC, and as of July, 1998, FSC supporters were confident that a joint standard for 

their domestic program was on the horizon (personal interview 2 July 1998). 

 The positive developments on the domestic fronts for national certification in the UK were accompanied 

by a number of trends in 1997 and 1998 that bode well for a strong and stable market for third-party certified well 

managed wood products.  At a time when EU and industry-backed eco-labeling programs were either failing or 

mired in hopeless controversy (for overviews, see Independent 11 Nov. 1997, 23 Nov. 1997), the FSC could brag 
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that its UK buyers group had by the beginning of 1998 come to account for over 1/4 of the UK’s consumption of 

forest products among its 80+ members  (ENDS Report, Jan 1998).  Today, members are still committed to 

sourcing exclusively from certified sources by the year 2000 (personal interview 2 July 1998).  FSC advocates 

have also been careful to note the many ways in which third party certification is compatible with, and in fact 

complementary to, other types of regulatory oversight being developed through ISO and national and 

intergovernmental initiatives.  The WWF/FSC effort has therefore been able to enjoy substantial growth without 

appearing to encroach on existing national and intergovernmental regulatory bodies.  And, to top it all off, the 

leading retail entrepreneur of the effort, Alan Knight, was awarded in 1998 the highest government honor in the 

land for his certification work:  the “Order of the British Empire.”  According to most definitions of success in 

building a new C&L regime, then, the FSC/WWF-UK effort would appear to have done quite well, indeed. 

 

VII.  Making Sense of British Success:  A Preliminary Analysis 
In light of tenets of the synthetic approach developed above, a cursory overview of the history of the 

successful C&L effort in Britain leads us to focus on three related loci of analysis: (1) relations of power, 

influence, and control in the British wood products market;  (2) the ways in which different actors came to 

understand that working together to support a C&L program for wood products was in their “best interest”; and 

(3) how prevailing modes of interacting and struggling over new regulatory “rules-of-the-game” among 

competing groups shaped the manner and extent to which they succeeded.    A model of strategic action in market 

governance fields suggests that uncovering the character and relationships between these three dimensions ---

political economy, value orientations and the constitution of self interest, and prevailing regulatory style and 

conventions of governance—may go a long way in helping us understand what the British experience can tell us 

practically and theoretically about the potentials and limitations of C&L programs more generally. 

 

The Big Picture:  Political Economy Of The Wood Product Market Governance Field 

Leading Retailers And Their Power 
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The story of British success in building a market for certified wood products is very much a story about a 

powerful alliance between leading retailers and powerful NGOs in the political-economic arena.  The buyers 

group was literally born out of a series of conversations “over a pint of beer” between the environmental manager 

of the leading do-it-yourself retailer (DIY), B&Q, and the forest program director of World Wide Fund for Nature 

(WWF-UK) in 1991 about long-term solutions to the tropical timber problem (personal interview, 6 July 1998).  

In a matter of months, this informal dialogue had grown into an initiative sponsored by several retailers with a 

large market share who, backed by one of the largest and most well-respected national NGOs, politely but firmly 

began to approach their suppliers with requests that they work towards certification (personal interviews 6 July, 

10 July, 30 July 1998).  Suppliers, sensing that the dominant buyers of their products were working in tandem, 

faced either a potential loss of their customer base or an accommodation to the retailers’ demands. 

 A number of structural characteristics of the wood products sector in the United Kingdom help explain 

the inspiration behind and relative ease of this early effort to mobilize the supply chain to cooperate.  Most 

obviously, the fact that several major DIY retailers controlled a large market share for British wood sales-- while 

rendering them highly vulnerable to media campaigns concerning purchasing practices-- also provided very real 

material leverage for their negotiations with one another and with suppliers.  As can be seen in Table 1, the top six 

retailers in the DIY sector in the early 1990s together enjoyed almost 35% of total national sales, with the leading 

name, B&Q, retaining almost 14%.  The DIY sector had also enjoyed a substantial boom in gross sales during the 

late 1980s and early 1990s, entering an  increasingly competitive but lucrative stage by the time the buyers group 

got started (Murphy and Bendell 1997).   When the environmental manager of B&Q teamed up with WWF-UK to 

make a move towards independent certification of its wood products, competitors quickly appreciated the 

potential public relations benefits of joining the effort (personal interviews 30 June 1998; 30 July 1998; Murphy 

1998).  Perhaps more importantly, they also appreciated the potential loss of market share they might suffer from 

embarrassment or humiliation at a later stage for not joining.   As a result, within a year of B&Q’s decision to 

strike an alliance with WWF, the second and third leading DIY outfits joined the new buyers group, to be 

followed by the remaining leaders in the succeeding year. 
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Once the buyer’s group was supported by the dominant sellers in the industry, the alliance enjoyed 

substantial leverage in pressuring suppliers to participate in efforts to move toward independent third party 

certification.  As the environmental manager of a leading DIY has observed, suppliers who faced some of their 

biggest customers working in tandem to demand cooperation or run the risk of being “de-listed” (i.e., 

discontinued) felt, quite reasonably, compelled to cooperate (personal interview 6 July 1998).  But the relative 

financial strength and size of the leading retailers also allowed them to provide a number  of more positive, 

facilitative incentives and forms of support for their suppliers to seek compliance.  B&Q, from a very early stage, 

actively worked with suppliers to hash out strategies for getting certified, providing seed money for pilot projects 

and helping to pay for early certification visits by an FSC-accredited certifier (B&Q 1995; personal interview 6 

July 1998).  The relative financial strength of other competitors also allowed them to channel expertise and 

resources toward their suppliers; large retailers saw such activities as worthwhile investments to guarantee 

sources of certified wood as well as improve other aspects of quality control in sourcing (personal interviews 22 

June 1998; 10 July 1998; Murphy and Bendell 1997). 

 

The Domestic Timber Industry  

The structure and relatively small share of the total UK wood products market occupied by domestic 

owners and suppliers also appears to have shaped the trajectory of the retailers’ efforts.   While the UK served as 

the third  biggest single national supplier of wood products to the domestic market, its relative share was dwarfed 

by the total imports from other parts of Europe and elsewhere.   Table 2 provides a breakdown of national sources 

for the UK wood market in the mid-1990s (WWF-UK data).   In the first few years of the effort, producers and 

contractors targeted by the group were scattered around the world and did not have a strong power-base in UK 

politics.   In the beginning phase, pressure for certification was largely focused on tropical imports; the focus of 

criticism and pressure had yet to fall on domestic producers.  And, when buyers group advocates sought 

certification for temperate or boreal forest products, they first worked with Scandinavian suppliers who were 

already actively pursuing certification.  By the time the buyers group and allied NGOs actively turned their 

attention towards domestic producers in 1996-7,  these domestic interests found themselves surrounded by a retail 
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industry that had already made considerable progress toward reforming the market more broadly.  Domestic 

interests thus faced a momentum of pro-certification forces that had been carefully nurtured among dominant 

supply networks, suffering a path-dependent consequence (specifically, a fairly developed and sophisticated 

challenge to their self-governing authority) of their marginal importance to the broader market that originally 

occupied the buyers group’s attention.  To make matters worse, the largest single owner of productive woodlands 

in the UK was the UK government; buyers group members were in fact major customers of the government, and 

these members wanted certified wood (personal interview 22 June 1998).  Thus, while domestic producers did 

enjoy a longstanding strong relationship with national and local governing authorities in the United Kingdom, 

their relative power in the marketplace was partially undermined by the early strong success in bringing foreign 

sources (such as Sweden) on board. 

 

Strength And Legitimacy Of Non-Governmental Organizations 

While the relative power of retailers in the UK wood products sector is an obvious and compelling piece 

of the explanatory puzzle, without resource-rich and politically high-profile NGOs to legitimate and facilitate 

their efforts, it is unlikely the retailers would have succeeded by themselves.   Powerful NGOs were instrumental 

to the story in two ways:  first, by having the strength and influence to launch the highly effective boycott and 

public humiliation campaigns demanding accountability that precipitated the first buyers group meetings; and, 

second, by throwing their weight behind the move toward third party certification itself as the buyers group 

sought to develop a legitimate infrastructure of certification and labeling of well-managed forest products.   By 

the early 1990s, both more radical and more mainstream environmental NGOs had grown to considerable stature 

in the UK, economically and politically (McCormick 1989; Murphy 1997).  Friends of the Earth, the dominant 

actor behind the initial timber boycotting and inflatable chain-saw demonstrations, had grown enormously in 

membership the late 1980s.   The World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), the central NGO figure in the UK buyers 

group, had by the launching of the effort grown to have one of the largest operating budgets and memberships of 

any NGO in Britain.  Furthermore, by 1990 it was perceived as one most widely consulted and legitimate NGO 

interest group in national governmental meetings, working papers, and consultative processes more broadly.  
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Simply put, WWF-UK served as the ideal partner to legitimate and shepherd-through the retailers’ desire to 

develop workable and believable certification programs for their suppliers.  The strength and stature of WWF-UK 

continued to grow during the development of the buyers group, and WWF-UK continues to reign as the most 

powerful and respected environmental NGO in Britain. 

The relative power and influence enjoyed by Friends of the Earth, WWF-UK, and other NGOs that 

supported the move toward certification was more than just a consequence of their size and resources.  In Britain, 

large NGOs have come to enjoy a quasi-official status as interested and involved parties in matters of national 

policy (McCormick 1997).  The government, by regularly consulting NGOs as major stakeholders and often 

involving them as agents of policy implementation, has helped legitimate them as major players in debates over 

regulatory policy.  WWF-UK, in particular, has been supported both financially and institutionally by the 

government, but even Friends of the Earth (a far more radical environmental organization) enjoyed consultative 

status in the 1980s during the hey-day of the tropical timber boycotts. 

The influence wielded by WWF-UK and its allies was also bolstered by another favorable institutional 

means of support:  a highly supportive and involved parent organization along with other actors at the 

international level who were eager to promote third party certification for sustainable development.  WWF-

International actively supported the United Kingdom effort in a number of ways, and sought to help coordinate 

worldwide supply and demand for certified products (personal interview 22 June 1998; Timber Trades Journal 15 

June 1996; 22 June 1996).  Policy trends among intergovernmental agencies and in other parts of the world, 

typified in activities associated with the UN Earth Summit in 1992 and its follow-up in 1997, also lent increasing 

legitimacy (and, quite often, grant money) to ENGO efforts, including WWF International and WWF-UK 

(Timber Trades Journal, 15 June 1996; 1 Sept. 1997; 14 Mar. 1998; 15 Mar 1998) . 

  Interestingly, while the British government clearly played a role in conditioning the pre-existing 

distribution of power in the wood product governance field, as an actor in its own right it appears to hold little 

agency in the story over certification and labeling of wood-products.  While I will argue below that regulatory 

style and conventions of governance evident in British politics catalyzed the uniquely successful trajectory of the 
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effort,  my interviews with the individuals largely responsible for the development of the buyers group along with 

prior research consistently paint a picture in which the government as an active agent is barely visible. 

 

The Importance of Political-Economic Influences 

The relative power exercised by big retailers over their supply chains, a disadvantaged domestic producer 

sector, and the strength of dominant NGOs certainly provided necessary conditions for success of the certification 

effort.  But a political-economic portrait still leaves several questions unanswered.  First, while matters of power 

and market structure help explain in part why retailers felt compelled to address the problem of timber sourcing 

and why they succeeded, they do not explain why the retailers chose to invest so much time and money in 

sponsoring a third party performance certification program when they could have taken a much easier path of 

voluntary best practice standards or other less cumbersome approaches to appeasing public worries.  Wood sellers 

and producers in other countries, such as the United States and Canada, faced similar pressures by rainforest 

action groups in the late 1980s and early 1990s.  Yet, they responded by supporting far less demanding 

management standards without third party oversight or performance criteria-- programs that were cheaper, less 

controversial, and less cumbersome to implement (personal interview 20 Feb. 1998; Wagner 1997; Bratlovich 

1997; Moss 1997).  Secondly, a static political economic explanation also cannot make full sense of how and why 

the domestic timber industry alliance came to have a change of heart about its cooperation with the buyers group: 

how and why did the FSC effort later succeed in transforming national regulatory standards toward third-party 

certification acceptable to an international NGO when national politics over woodlands had been historically 

dominated by domestic landowners and their allies?  Lastly, what exactly was the role of the state in this story?  

Was it as absent in early stages as a cursory history of the NGO-retailer alliance suggests, and how and why did it 

come on board later in encouraging compatible national standards?  These big questions speak to the limits of the 

political-economic explanation:  it does not explain sociologically how different actors understood what they 

wanted and how they went about getting it. 
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Convergence on a Theme:  Culture and the Constitution of “Self Interest” 

  The successful development of a C&L regime in Britain is as much a story about a convergence of self 

interest around a common goal as it is about a powerful alliance.   Let us begin with the retailers.  The motivations 

behind early and later retailer interest in the buyers group are complex. Certainly, the initial conversations 

between the environmental manager of a leading DIY retailer and WWF were inspired in part by store-front 

demonstrations and embarrassing press coverage of the retailer’s ignorance.  Leading retailers’ early interest was 

spurred on by a desire to improve public relations and protect against future exposes of supplier misconduct, and 

retailers that followed suit were worried in part about losing market share and getting bad publicity for being 

laggards.   But my interviews with the individuals responsible for making these decisions, as well as prior 

research done by others, suggests that how retailers understood their self interest often extended beyond short-

term concerns over profit and also changed over time.  

The first environmental managers to come to the table and discuss certification with WWF and form the 

buyers group believe they did so for reasons that were as much for good morals as good business.    Perhaps most 

obviously, several of the leading environmental managers had conservationist backgrounds and had previously 

worked with NGOs or state agencies in pollution control or land management.  Alan Knight of B&Q himself was 

a conservationist by training.  Consistently, managers explain their actions to others in decidedly normative tones:  

third party certification was "the right thing to do" (and that government was incapable and inefficient at 

achieving it);  they were convinced that public perceptions of what was right or moral were slowly shifting and 

that corporate citizenship was evolving; they believed the participating in the program would boost staff loyalty 

and good cheer within the firms; they felt there were a number of second-order benefits in the supply chain (better 

quality, transparent business practices, etc.); and they felt that if they did not develop a credible system of 

independent certification themselves, then surely national or international regulations would force a far less 

efficient and effective incarnation upon them.  These entrepreneurial managers also saw themselves as bringing to 

the negotiations a shared new generational eagerness to make good environmental conduct compatible with good 

business practices. In fact, the leading early entrepreneurs claim that they had moved to address timber sourcing 

issues in their firms even before the public relations debacles had come to pass. 
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 Interviews and archival research about the attitudes and strategies among other stakeholders reveal a 

convergence around similar themes.  Early supporters among importers, NGOs, and government bodies have 

explained their motivation as having been both strategic and moral-- strategic because they felt that market-based 

and industry-centered solutions were more effective means to support sustainable development for forests and 

their peoples, and moral because they firmly believed that such efforts were the right and decent thing to do.  Why 

was third party certification for  "good stewardship" the right and decent thing to do?  Because, in their view: (a) 

with newfound awareness about the plight of forest peoples, global warming, species extinction, etc., no self-

respecting person (consumer or otherwise) would willingly participate in making things worse; (b) these problems 

were not going to go away (although they might disappear from the newspapers for a while); and (c) it was up to 

"us"  (e.g., NGOs, retailer/managers, CEO of AssiDoman in Sweden) to do something about it.  This common set 

of goals encouraged business and non-governmental interests to see each other as potential allies and engage in a 

new partnership to develop a certification program.  Interestingly, both before and after the New Labour 

government took power, the British government, too, embodied this spirit in a number of policy statements, 

glossy reports, and press conferences where it proclaimed itself (and the British people) as the world leader in 

paving the way to a more environmentally and socially responsible future for the planet-- a chance for Britain to 

rise once again to glory for humanity, not to mention to capture an increasingly large export market.  Perhaps 

equally tellingly, in their early refusals to cooperate with plans to introduce third-party certification to British 

woodlands, timber growers and their allies took great pains to demonstrate that they, too, shared these interests 

and, in fact, had practiced the "most sustainable forestry in the world" for decades. 

It would seem that, while some of these motivations claimed by participants were narrowly economic, 

others were more puzzling.  Critics of cultural explanations in social theorizing point out that "culture" is often 

used as a black box for variables that cannot be successfully explained. But my investigations of the English case 

thus far suggest that shared meanings-- manifested as generalized beliefs, attitudes, and ways of orienting oneself 

to other social actors and the world at large-- be taken very seriously.  This is most apparent when one appreciates 

the character of the early entrepreneurs-- they were predominately younger "can do" progressive capitalists who 

were much less cynical about NGO-business relations than their predecessors, held firm convictions about the 
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virtues of sustainability, and had little patience for the state.  Any pretense that they were exclusively acting out of 

corporate self interest for a green premium or increased market share quickly falls away when one notes that they 

held little faith that consumers would pay more for certified products (and available survey data supports them); 

in fact, the continuing goal of the DIY market leader is to reach a point where the label disappears because 

everything is certified and the consumer does not have a  choice.  Interestingly, most retailers who signed on to 

the buyers group early-on see themselves as missionaries of sorts, helping the public to act in its own best interest.   

According to a leading DIY environmental director: 

  
“It is my ambition to ensure that in a few years time we don't have an advantage from it [labeling].  
Because once it's mainstream, it doesn't matter.  You know, we don't have a PR advantage by not 
complying with all health and safety legislation in this country.  But we'd have a massive PR 
disadvantage if we killed someone in a store because a truck fell on them, or smashed a customer’s dog.  
It's to make it as mainstream as, let's say, testing on electrical products” (personal interview, 6 July 
1998). 

 

In a manner that is less measurable but nonetheless palpable in my findings, broader shared cultural 

frames also appeared to work in favor of reconciliation among a number of disparate interests.  This is most 

apparent in the more moderated ways in which competing groups approached reconciling environmental/social 

interests with production, sales, and consumption of goods and services.  In a content analysis of articles 

mentioning certification and labeling issues in major newspapers and trade journals between 1989 and 1997 

(n=259), virtually all had only positive things to say about better information and more transparency concerning 

the origin of products-- few if any observers argued that encouraging sustainable and ethical production standards 

was a dishonorable endeavor or bad for business.  While more reactionary statements were often  made by 

representatives of timber growers about the "unholy alliance" between retailers and the WWF and the "fascism of 

greenies," the assumption that industries need to be accountable to broad moral standards shared by their 

customers and society at large was never challenged, nor was it seen as an attack on the right of businesses to 

make a profit. 

 

Responsibility, Decency, and the Countryside:  Diffuse Cultural Orientations 
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Where did these shared orientations come from? Given that there had been a clear and consistent 

convergence in the late 1980s and early 1990s in attitudes toward the value of “sustainable markets” jointly 

governed by business, NGOs, and government in Britain, we must then ask why and how these sentiments first 

bore fruit around wood products in Britain and not elsewhere or in other sectors.  Certainly, other advanced 

capitalist countries were participating in the same public debates about the virtues of sustainability, and the 

increasing attractiveness of helping people and the environment through the market mechanism was hardly 

limited to Britain.  Thatcherite reforms away from an interventionist and regulatory state and toward 

entrepreneurial private initiative were typical of neo-liberal reforms in the United States, as well.  And, within 

Britain, a number of other C&L issue arenas were also competing for attention (including fair trade coffee and 

chocolate, child labor, and cooperatively-grown produce).  Some additional clue may lie a consideration of 

diffusely held cultural orientations about the countryside, questions of the common good, and the plight of third 

world peoples. 

A number of scholars have noted that the countryside occupies a special and heartfelt place in the British 

psyche, similar to the status on forests in Germany and wilderness in the United States.  Indeed, even in Victorian 

times the British public (urban as well as rural) was concerned about the dwindling landscape of  rural spaces at a 

time when industrial urban centers were expanding rapidly (McCormick 1994).  Clearly, a long history of a dense 

population occupying a relatively small land mass has meant that concerns over management and preservation of 

rural areas are nothing new to British politics (see, also, Vogel 1986).  Concerns over rural land use have always 

been among the most common and strongly held environmental worries among citizens (along with pollution), so 

it should come as no surprise that programs that attempt to balance competing needs in wood production would 

find a sympathetic audience among influential British businesspeople and policy-makers. 

Boundaries between public and private, much like between self-interest and the common good, appear 

decidedly blurrier in Britain than they are among its colonial offspring across the Atlantic.  Even today, all land in 

Britain is, legally speaking, still owned by the Crown (McCormick 1994).  And, while private property exists in 

today’s Britain de facto, a North American would still be surprised at the persistence of widespread concerns over 

public access and input into decisions about land use made by private individuals and firms.  For instance, the 
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pastime of walking on centuries-old paths that criss-cross through the domains of private citizens is still popular 

in rural areas, and has merited its own interest-group label (“ramblers” who ramble through the countryside).   

Local authorities also enjoy a particularly active role in deciding the fate of new industrial or agricultural projects 

within their precinct, sometimes vetoing plans of private firms on private lands in the name of the common good. 

 British concern over common good issues extends beyond the country’s borders; the government, media, 

and NGO community have long kept public attention directed towards quality-of-life issues in the developing 

world, as well (personal interview 29 June 1998).  During the late 1980s and early 1990s this attention was 

especially directed toward the plight of forest peoples and importance of “sustainable livelihoods” for vulnerable 

Third World populations (for a good overview of the UK government’s position on these issues, see published 

information pamphlets put out by the Department for International Development).7  While academic observers 

can only speculate where such predilections come from (be they remnants of colonial paternalism or channeled 

British hopes for a renewed proud and noble role in international politics), all major retailers I interviewed 

commented that they joined the C&L effort in part because to not be able to assure customers that store products 

were made under humane and sustainable conditions would surely be terribly wrong, irresponsible, and just plain 

stupid.  As Alan Knight of B&Q has remarked,  

 “How many people do you know who would knowingly keep their hi-fi so loud that they kept their 
neighbor's baby awake... and actually say,  ‘Yes, I know I'm keeping my neighbors baby awake, but I 
don't give a shit, in fact I'm going to turn it up a bit louder, cause I really do what to bug up that 
person's life. ‘  And the odd nutter who does do like that, how long do they get away with it, before 
they get a broken nose?”   (Knight 1998) 

 

 Mr. Knight’s comments here are typical of the reflections of other respondents and press characterizations 

of the cause for third party certification of wood:  people felt very strongly that it was “the right thing to do.”    

My interviews as well as prior research into environmental politics in Britain suggest that sympathies about 

sustaining rural areas, a natural inclination to consider the welfare of others whenever possible, and a sense of 

shared responsibility about effects on the developing world helped naturalize the cause for timber certification 

                                                
7 The British retail marketplace has long had a strong niche for socially and ethically responsible products from the 
developing world.  The Body Shop, founded by Anita Roddick in the United Kingdom well before the current fascination 
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among proponents and, to a lesser extent, foes, as well. There is certainly no way to assess the relative importance 

of these influences; but it follows from a counter-factual though experiment that, in the absence of these favorable 

frames,  pro-certification advocates would certainly have had a more difficult time persuading others to join-in.  

 

Quasi-Corporatism and the Politics of Compromise 

Thus far we have seen that pre-existing relations of power and a favorable convergence around shared 

self-interest help explain why a number of key stakeholders were poised to support the C&L effort.  But we have 

yet to fully understand how they went about doing so.  Certainly, policy-makers and social scientists alike can 

point to a number of cases where well-regarded policy intentions fail because politics in the real world manage to 

scuttle them.  Even in the ultimately successful British case, a number of difficult and seemingly intractable 

conflicts emerged over the course of the C&L program’s development-- between retailers and their suppliers, 

between buyers group members and domestic industry, between domestic industry and government, and, at very 

early stages, between business interests and environmental NGOs, themselves.  Yet, somehow stakeholders in the 

market managed to work through these issues over time when, all the while, the political-economic and cultural 

context did not substantially change.  How did they do it? 

 

Competitive Cooperation 

 At a very early stage in the process, environmental managers of  leading competitors in the retail industry 

met informally to discuss common strategies to influence their suppliers.   They shared normative convictions that 

certification for well managed wood products was justified on moral and scientific as well as business grounds, 

and believed that their collective best interest as market leaders would be best served through limited cooperation 

in pressuring suppliers and supporting the development of an international NGO (the FSC).   But perhaps most 

remarkably, these managers were able to use existing institutional channels and informal opportunities to meet 

together and develop common strategies in spite of the fact that they represented competing firms.  At the same 

                                                                                                                                                                   
with ethical trade, was arguably the first retail chain endeavor anywhere in the world to successfully capitalize on such 
sentiments. 
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time that they were working for firms that were attempting to squeeze one another’s profits and increase market 

share, these entrepreneurs managed to capitalize on their channels of contact and relative freedom within the firm 

to consult with their colleagues at the same time.  Such successful coordination was made possible in part by the 

variety of associational ties in government and industry fora (including WWF-sponsored workshops), but it was 

also enabled by the relative flexibility afforded to companies under formal and informal British business 

conventions.8  As a leader of the North American buyers group seeking advice remarked upon being told of these 

coordinated efforts when visiting the United Kingdom, in the United States fears of anti-trust legislation and the 

appearance of collusion would prevent competitors from ever mounting a similar attempt there (personal 

interview 17 July 1998). 

Interestingly, a variant of competitive cooperation was also evident in competing NGO campaign 

managers’ willingness to coordinate and complement one another’s official position on certification so as to 

present a consistent voice towards supporting the FSC.  More radical NGOs, especially Friends of the Earth, 

maintained their highly antagonistic stance on tropical imports, but they also carefully coordinated their PR 

positions on the certification effort to strengthen public appearances of solidarity and integrity within the NGO 

community.  NGOs with varied ideological and political commitments met regularly to coordinate the division of 

labor and prevent intra-movement in-fighting that might reduce their effectiveness.  Furthermore,  perhaps 

inadvertently but perhaps deliberately,  more radical NGOs’ extreme positions on issues frequently allowed room 

for more moderate groups to appear more “reasonable” and attractive to adversaries in industry and government, 

thus increasing the likelihood for successful compromise.  Several insiders and academic observers have noted 

that Friends of the Earth’s near-universal condemnation of  tropical timber imports in 1989-90 provided the 

necessary room for WWF to step forth as a more moderate and industry-friendly partner in pursuing certification.   

 

Mostly Closed Doors 

                                                
8 It should also be noted that these managers enjoyed wide latitude within their companies to pursue certification.  They also 
held relatively powerful positions and maintained close relations with chief executives. 
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 Competitive cooperation between stakeholders was made possible in part by the relative privacy and 

informality of interaction.  In a spirit far afield from nominally free, open, democratic process, the majority of key 

meetings and negotiations between NGO, retailer, and other actors occurred in semi-private settings, off public 

record, and out of the spotlight of the media.   The semi-private settings where most important compromising and 

planning took place allowed stakeholders to negotiate and interact largely free of the ideological and institutional 

constraints of their respective organizations.  The stylized oppositional tactics that characterize charged public 

policy debates within command-and -control regulatory environments (seen most clearly the United States and to 

a lesser extent in Britain) frequently gave way in these un-official interactions to frank, personal, and pragmatic 

wranglings over acceptable compromises, away from regulatory supervision, stockholders, or boards of directors.  

Even the UK government’s ongoing presence in conversations over certification and labeling came mostly in the 

form of meetings and consultative projects where ministries sought and assessed the views of competing 

stakeholders largely for their benefit and only secondarily for disclosure to Parliament or the public.9  The FSC 

itself, founded in Toronto in 1993 and permanently headquartered in Oaxaca, Mexico shortly thereafter, was also 

similarly fashioned out of a series of meetings between different groups of stakeholders around the world in an 

ad-hoc fashion.10 

 

Flexible Pragmatism 

Key actors among stakeholder groups have emphasized the importance of a flexible pragmatism in 

resolving conflict over the course of the program’s development.  Repeatedly in interviews, respondents have 

attributed successful negotiation to the ability of participants to engage in frank but reasoned dialogues during 

times when economic or ideological antagonisms might have dictated otherwise.  Words like “reasonable, “ 

“decent,” and “fair-minded” come up spontaneously on a regular basis when key actors describe their successful 

                                                
9 Of course, interest groups’ public positions as captured in media outlets were often far more unyielding and extreme in tone 
than were their more private reckonings. 
10 It is worth noting that, while the existence of the FSC, itself, is a tribute to flexible pragmatism, many member of the UK 
buyers group worry that the inflexibility of some “extreme” and “ideological” interests threaten its future existence.  Recent 
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interactions with antagonistic parties.   Existing research on the WWF/FSC Buyers Group in the UK describes 

these interactions as embodying a new spirit of flexibility and partnership among interest groups that had 

previously been at logger-heads with one another.   This flexible pragmatism is often associated with the 

negotiating talents of a handful of individuals at particular times and places who helped rescue negotiations from 

failure.  In the early years of the buyers group, Alan Knight of B&Q and Francis Sullivan of WWF-UK nurtured a 

fragile alliance that was initially roundly criticized by prospective participants on all sides of the debate.  And 

later, as domestic producers pitched a very nasty battle against the buyers group, two particular officials of  the 

Forestry Commission was widely credited with facilitating a compromise that few observers anticipated. 

 

A Facilitative State 

The state facilitated the launching and consolidation of third party certification in two major respects-- 

through its passive influence on regulatory norms and through its active role as an organizational catalyst for 

compromise.  Most obviously, Thatcherite regulatory reforms and a general shift toward support of private and 

market-based solutions to growing environmental problems provided (albeit passively) a supportive national 

environment for certification proponents to mobilize largely free from the fetters of state supervision.  But 

domestic and international governmental bodies also appeared to play an important catalytic role through two 

additional influences.  First, early-on in public and policy debates about eco-labeling and sustainable 

development, both the European Commission/Parliament and UK Government bodies actively entered into the 

fray by launching early consultative sessions and issuing recommendations about legislation to enforce and 

standardize environmental claims.  After the Earth Summit in Rio in 1992,  dominant intergovernmental 

development agencies officially encouraged new market-based regulatory alternatives, and the UK and EU 

governments publicly sought to demonstrate leadership in developing national and international standards.   

Buyers group and FSC advocates saw the FSC program as a means to anticipate and strengthen these shifts for the 

benefit of both businesses and the environment.  Second, and perhaps more importantly, the UK government 

                                                                                                                                                                   
international meetings of the FSC in Mexico have been characterized by many buyers group participants as failures for these 
very reasons. 
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played an active role in bringing competing interests together in consultative status as disagreements over national 

forestry standards came to a head in 1996-97. 

From the emergence of the buyers group on through the conflict with domestic industry over the national 

forestry standard, the government provided both institutional and material support for competing stakeholders to 

come to the table, argue out their differences, and resolve them through governmental channels.   The Forestry 

Commission; Department of Environment, Transport and Regions; and Department of Trade and Industry 

regularly commissioned consultative reports, working groups, and official meetings of competing interests during 

negotiations over a new National Forest Standard.11  Representatives of major NGOs and business interests in 

Britain have repeatedly commented in interviews that they are regularly asked by the government to consult on 

provisional policy recommendations, strategic planning, and possible regulatory reforms, often early-on in the 

process before such documents are introduced in Parliament or made public.  While the battle for third party 

certification of wood products was largely waged outside of governmental channels, the government played both 

an active and passive role in providing the institutional space for stakeholders to hash out differences and 

construct new shared understandings of how a C&L program would work. 

 

Regulatory Style And Conventions:  Quasi-Corporatism, The Art Of Compromise, and Skilled Entrepreneurs 
 

The findings outlined above, suggesting that competitive cooperation, flexibility, semi-privacy, and a 

facilitative state helped constitute the social mechanisms by which the certification effort succeeded, together 

suggest a distinctive set of conventions and regulatory style in the British struggle over certification and labeling 

of wood products. They suggest that contestations over regulation were largely waged between representatives of 

stakeholder groups seeking compromises through state-sanctioned but largely private channels.  These 

characteristics bear a remarkable resemblance, perhaps not surprisingly, to a distinctively British form of quasi-

corporatism that has been noted by a handful of other scholars studying different sectors and times (for 

                                                
11 The number of government agency queries and conversations that have flowed between agencies and major players in the 
C&L program is truly impressive from a U.S. standpoint.  Several interviewees spontaneously produced recent consultative 
correspondence with government by simply picking up documents already on top of their desk or in a nearby file drawer.  
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provocative and distinct examples, see Dobbin 1997 and Vogel 1986).  Other studies have found that Britain’s 

regulatory style has long favored voluntary, informal, and “reasonable” efforts to encourage affected interests and 

industries to resolve their problems largely free from a strong-arm regulatory superstructure of the state 

(McCormick 1991).    As one pair of observers has remarked,  in Britain “most political activity is bargained in 

private worlds by special interests and interested specialists.”  And, as McCormick (1991) found in his extensive 

research on British regulatory politics,  regular consultation with “affected and recognized interests is a cultural 

norm within the British Political Arena” (p. 21).  In a country often associated with a paternalistic and strong state 

relative to its English-speaking peers, non-state actors enjoy a particularly prominent role in the politics over 

regulation in Britain. 

 Similarly, the strong art of compromise apparent in the successful building of a market for third party 

wood products in Britain appears far from unique when other comparative studies are brought into the analysis. 

That many respondents in interviews described themselves and other successful negotiators as “reasonable,” 

“moderate” and “decent,” and their persona-non-grata foes as “extreme” and “ideological” appears less of a 

coincidence of the case at hand and more an appraisal of successful British conflict resolution. Heavy-handed 

polemics and adversarial politics may have their place in Britain, but not in the meeting halls where regulatory 

reforms actually take place.  In particular, the case suggests that skilled bridging-actors, or institutional 

entrepreneurs, have regularly played a pivotal role in bridging the rifts between competing interests and 

persuading dominant actors to join-in.  Perhaps the greatest tribute to the corporatist art of compromise in the case 

at hand can be found in the tardy but nonetheless remarkable shift in the position of the Timber Trade Federation 

(the major domestic producer group) regarding FSC-certification of British woodlands. 

 

Putting It All Together 

In the summer of 1998, the same trade association leader that had two years earlier described a 

WWF/FSC event as akin to a “Nazi war rally” could be found attending the mid-year WWF/FSC buyers group 

                                                                                                                                                                   
Likewise, during archival research at the offices of major NGOs I was equally impressed with the extent to which these 
government departments had communicated with a wide range of interest groups from a very early stage. 
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conference in Wales, surrounded by his former enemies as he heard about the potentials of FSC-certified markets 

and toured certified woodlands in the Welsh countryside (personal observation 17 July 1998).  The trajectory of 

this change-of-heart for domestic producers captures in microcosm the major findings of this preliminary analysis.    

While the domestic timber industry enjoyed support in government circles for its resistance to the FSC effort,  by 

the mid-1990s it faced a formidable challenge from an alliance that had succeeded in mobilizing widespread 

participation among retailers and foreign suppliers through a series of ad hoc, semi-formal actions.  The 

government, as both arbiter and constituent of prevailing British sentiments surrounding regulatory policy, 

attempted to reconcile the rift by  facilitating informal and formal exchange and urging compromise (Timber and 

the Environment, 15 March 1997).  The domestic industry found itself in a political-cultural climate where the 

need for sustainable forestry was taken for granted, and where national and international governmental bodies 

looked increasingly favorably upon efforts to provide consumers with credible information about where their 

products came from.   After several months of foot-dragging by industry and government on the issue,  two high-

level Forestry Commission staff (one new, one old) capitalized on their many ties with industry and decided to 

mount a concerted campaign to strike a compromise.  Their determination and skill helped open up the 

institutional space and develop the momentum that would ultimately lead to a the successful harmonization of 

national and FSC standards (Oliver 1997; personal interview 2 July 1997). 

 

VIII.  Concluding Thoughts 
The British story of the development of third party certification of wood products is not a simple one, but 

in its complexity it lends credibility to the sociological approach advocated here and also substantiates it.  A 

cursory review of the facts leaves no doubt that both a favorable power-base and changes in public sentiments 

(i.e., demand) were necessary for the effort to succeed.  But these preconditions are only a part of the tale:  during 

the period, relations of power shifted,  as did the forms in which power was harnessed; diffusely held cultural 

orientations were invoked and refracted in useful ways; perceptions of self-interest changed; prevailing styles of 

regulation and governance facilitated heretofore unknown compromises; and particular individuals endowed with 
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strong convictions and enviable social skill capitalized on opportunities to re-define rules-of-the-game during 

critical periods. 

Juxtaposed to the British case, the early history of third party certified wood markets in the United States 

appears doomed.  In the United States, domestic producers enjoy considerably more economic and political 

power, retailers feel less vulnerable to boycotts in a country where brand-names matter much more, and an 

adversarial and open regulatory style has exacerbated antagonisms and ideological posturing (personal interviews 

20 Feb. 1998, 4 April 1999; 27 April 1999).  Yet,  very recent developments in the United States suggest that 

many of the same sources of agency found in Britain have begun to exercise influence in the domestic U.S. 

marketplace.   North American buyers group advocates have actively learned from the British experience, and are 

now beginning to fashion alliances and incentives for dominant players to join in a manner that is, at one and the 

same time, both uniquely American and un-American (personal interview, 27 April 1999; personal observation 

16-17 July 1998).   Within the constraints posed by pervading domestic legal, regulatory, and cultural currents, a 

new American buyers group entrepreneur is experimenting with the quiet art of compromise while fine-tuning his 

group’s image to garner more industry support.   Although the cultural frames and political techniques he and his 

allies are attempting to harness are quite different than those that have worked so well in the UK,  the current 

analysis suggests that the eventual success or failure of the effort will turn on how well stakeholders manage the 

same class of challenge-- regulatory, political-economic, and cultural-- in their struggles.    Given the much less 

hospitable industry structure and regulatory style prevalent in the United States, it would appear that the U.S. 

buyers group and its supporters face an uphill battle, indeed. 
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Table 1:  Market Share Occupied by Six Leading Do-It-Yourself Retailers in the United 
Kingdom, 1993  (Murphy 1996) 
 
 

1. B&Q 13.8% 

2. Texas Homecare 8.1% 

3. Do It All 4.6% 

4. Homebase 3.1% 
5. Wickes 2.8% 
6. Great Mills 2.5% 

 
 
 
Table 2:  Breakdown of National Sources of Wood Products Sold in the United Kingdom 
(Based on Total Purchasing By Members of the Buyers Group provided by WWF-UK)12 
 
 

Sweden 21.28% 
Finland 18.78% 
UK 14.83% 
Unspecified 8.09% 
France 6.85% 
Canada 4.42% 
South Africa 3.76% 
USA 2.98% 
Germany 2.28% 
Brazil 2.25% 
Other 14.50% 

 
 

                                                
12 Data on distribution of wood purchasing volume is based on total purchases from buyers group members, only a fraction 
of which is currently certified.  While data on distribution of total purchasing volume for the full UK market is not available 
to the author at this time, there is good reason to suspect that the buyers group distribution serves as a valid proxy.  Existing 
estimates of the total reliance on imports for the UK wood market are put at 85%, and most observers assert that Sweden and 
Finland are the primary single-country sources of wood for the UK market. 
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